Students - Linking LiveText to Moodle

Now that you have created your LiveText account, we will link your LiveText account to your Moodle account. Once this step is completed you will be able to go seamlessly from Moodle to LiveText without needing to log in to LiveText.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1.** LiveText assignments will appear as a green puzzle piece in Moodle. Click on the puzzle piece to link to your LiveText assignment. | ![Topic 1](image) Sample COMPLETED LiveText Assignment  
Sample NEW LiveText Assignment |
| **2.** The first time you link LiveText from Moodle, you will be asked to login to LiveText. Enter your username and password and click “login”. | ![Login](image) |

Students - Linking LiveText to Moodle
3. After you have made this connection, you will be taken directly to the assignment in LiveText without needing to log in a second time.

**Metabolism Project Presentation and Paper**

**Step 1 of 3**
Review Assignment Details

**Step 2 of 3**
May 19, 2015 8:00 AM
The group presentation and group paper for the final metabolism project should be uploaded here as separate files. Make sure you upload the finished versions of both the presentation and the paper.

**Step 3 of 3**
Submit Assignment Materials

Author & Attach Assignment Materials

---

Have you already created files or LiveText documents for this assignment?

- **Attach files**

You can upload files from your computer at once or do so later in the LiveText system.

Do you need to create a new LiveText document?

- **Create a New LiveText Document**

A LiveText document may be a portfolio lesson plan, project assessment, or anything created within the LiveText system. Once you create a new LiveText document from this screen, it will be attached to this assignment.